Deliver quality patient care with QuillaTM
Enhanced bedside solution - Walk
up and use, portable, non-backlit digital device.
Quilla’s innovative solution enables healthcare
providers to easily capture updates and
information to better engage with patients and
care teams.

Improved Consultations - Quilla
delivers an interactive experience to communicate
with patients in a new way. Care providers
can easily show and interact with detailed
diagrams, charts, and x-rays for improved patient
engagement and understanding.

There is a Better Way

Increase operational efficiency with Quilla™

A portable, digital writing solution for real-time communication.
An superior experience for patient and care team engagement
Simple, walk up and use technology

It’s not complicated - there’s no setup. Writing that feels like paper and pen and captures
information immediately. Intuitive touch features allow you to interact with information erase, resize, copy, move. Always on, ready to use, and automatically saves as you go.
Improve efficiency!

Real-time updates & access to data

Care teams and administrators can securely access and update information on any
device, anywhere. At patient bedside, nurse’s stations, doctor’s office, or at the clinic,
information can easily be accessed to edit, review and share.
Reduce errors and streamline processes!

Paperless communication

Efficiently capture, update, and exchange information using Quilla’s digital ePaper
technology which enables easier and faster communication between care providers.
Better communication and collaboration!

Learn more at quirklogic.com or call 1-844-211-9801

A powerful ecosystem that is secure, seamless, and scalable
Connect and collaborate

Quilla’s robust ecosystem enables individuals and teams to engage and interact with information in
real-time, from anywhere. It Is not necessary to have everyone in the same room in order to update
information & schedules, train staff, collaborate on a case, or share a patient’s status.
Improve productivity!

Patient-centric design

Our innovative, energy efficient technology provides a continuous, non-backlit display that
fades into the background. No bright light disrupting the patient’s sleep. Doctors, nurses, and
administrators can update patient information without disrupting the patient environment.
Non-disruptive technology!

Secure data management

Care providers can capture and store information in a secure cloud-based collaboration platform.
Quickly and easily make updates and capture changes in real-time. Secure data!

Battery

42” large and still runs for 16
continuous hours on battery.

Secure Content

Auto saves content in centrally
managed library with secure
encryption.

Mobile apps

Immediate personal access to
your library. See and contribute
content in real-time.

QuillaTM a Better Solution for Healthcare
Name/Model
Display
Storage
Battery
Connectivity
Ports, slots and peripherals
Security
Touch Input
Pen Input
Mobile App

Quilla™ Digital Writing Device
42 inch high resolution reflective display
16 GB flash memory. Additional 64 GB available via USB flash
Up to 16 hours continuous battery life
Wireless LAN (802.11 a/b/g/n/ac)
2 USB connectors, RJ45 connector
User authentication, encrypted communications		
10 point multi-touch
Non-battery electronic stylus
Quilla Connect™, Android™ 7 tablet, smartphone, Chromebook™
iPhoneTM, or iPadTM

*specifications subject to change
Android and Chromebook are trademarks or registered trademarks of Google Inc.
iPhone and iPad are trademarks or registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
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